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The position I am applying for, Vice President of Programs, resonates with my current qualifications 

as a political science student at the University of Delhi, pursuing honors. I worked as a volunteer for IPSA 

and IAPSS, which entitled me with the responsibility as a moderator during the sessions where the 

interaction with scholars assisted me in broadening my understanding of human interaction, which 

ameliorated my area of influence to certain pre-eminence when it comes to cultural interaction within the 

group.   

 

In the academic realm, three research papers at the International Association of Political Science 

Students World Congress 2021 and the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management-The European 

Safeguards Research and Development Association Conference were prominent. I have been fortunate to 

participate in the innovative Demos Kratos project that secured the Tsinghua Global summer school 

Technical Innovation Award for the project through the dynamic research from my side that significantly 

contributed to this project. Furthermore, working continuously towards the ambition of becoming a 

diplomat spreading the influence of peace and tranquility, simultaneously bearing the torch of human 

rights, democracy and the rule of law.  

 

The perseverance concerning the work assisted in securing the full-tuition scholarship award from 

The National Research University – Higher School of Economics for a masters. Two conferences of The 

Harvard Project for Asian and International Relations and my time with CYL and Raisina went beyond my 

expectations; I got the opportunity to interact with the German ambassador and Chilean ambassador to 

India. These fruitful engagements further assisted me in comprehending diverse perspectives on the 

geopolitical issues discussing NPT, State relations and Cultural engagement to do away with the 

conservative walls while paving the way for the new version of diplomatic globalization. These were all 

reasons for inspiration and future aspirations that I hold, and I believe that the experience of working as 

Vice President for Programs could be the ideal start. With these lines, I conclude.  

 

Sincerely,  

Harjeet Singh 

 


